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Atrstract: This paper describes the language of the language learners-

language leamer language - especially the pronunciation of the sev-

enth semester students of the English deparunent Faculty of Educa-

tioq Atma Jaya Catholic University JakJlfia. Four rnajor sub-topics are

discussed in this paper which include the definition of interlanguage,

the factors affecting intedanguage, some research findings on inter-

language, the result ofobservatioq and the conclusion and suggestion.

on the basis ofthe theoretical background and the result of the obser-

vation, it is concluded thal (l) the inaccurate pronunciation of the

English of,the leamers is a natural one from the point of view oJ sLA,

e)lZ tearntng differs from frst language acquisition in tttat it is sel-

io* srcc"ssflrl, (3) the incorrect pronunciation of the leamers should

not be considered as someiling that is not allowed to occur but should

be realized as something nahral and (4) the pronunciation specific of
tl]e leamers is mostly as a result of overgeneralizatiott of the kind of
nrles of pronouncing the words.
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Every person needs a language to communicate. The language used

to communicate can be his native/first langUage (L1), second language or

other languages (14), or even his para languages. I" ot{.|to master Lr, it
is not toJdimcuit for a person to do so because most of the time he is ex-
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posed to natural settings and everywhere he meets native speakers who
are ready to be the.source people and models. Learning L2, however, is
not that easy especiafly when a person learns ttre hnfrragl outside the
country where theL2 is used. Indonesian leamers orrngtisi in Indonesi4
for oxample, will have many probrems such as not ha;i enough e*po-
sure to practice the language, and enough source people ti pracdce with,
etc.

These conditions result in the incomplete mastery of the target ran_

Tug". This incomplete mastery of the target languug" hu, been the main
phenornenon of theresult of every L2leaniing. tft, ia.u is atso supported
by selinker (1972) in cook (1994:ls) who stated that "L2learningdiffers
from first language acquisition in that it is serdom 

"o*pr"tJv successfur
only 5 per cent of L2 leamers have'absolute success,i.r tir'rri"*.,,The
other 95 per cent learners are less successful in learning theLz.
_ This paper trie,s to.f]:_ow rhis language learner i*gr"g, or ..inter_
language", as selinku (1972) propor.J, oi "approxir*tTr."rvrtems,,, as
Nem19r (1971) named which 

"ouri. 
the.definition of each of itrese terms,its differences and similarities, the factors affecting this particular lan-

guage, some research findings on interlanguage, some observation results
gn inlerlaneuage of seventh iemester stud-entJof the Engiishleparrment,
Faculty of Education, Atma Jaya cathoric university J&;Athe writer,s
opinion, conclusion and suggesiion.

THE DET'INITION OF' INTERLANGUAGE

- Iltefanguage' often abbreviated, rL, was the term introduced byLarry selinker (1972) that became widely accepted ror trre ril"u*.r,, ln-
dependent language system" (cook, rgg4). various terms have been usedby different researchers to refer to the same phenomenon; lq;-r", (Lg71)
named it 'approximative systems', and corder (l9zl) orrr* to ,idiosyi-
cratic dialects' and'transitional competence'.

Basically those terms reflect ielated but different concept, Interran-guage refers to the structured system which the learner 
"onJli"t, 

at anygiven stage in his deverop..oi of acquiring/ Iearning u turg", tunguug..
corder (1967) refers the term to the series or intertociing ffir* whichform the leamer's 'built in sy[abus'. Nemser (rgsl) d.r;;'th, term ,ap-
proximative system' as "the deviant linguistic ,yri* ;ili;, rearner
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cnrploys when trying t() use the target language. The leamer passes

through a number of 'approximative systems' on the way to acquiring full
target language profi ciency " (El lis, 19 8 6 :29 2).

From the definitions above the three terms interlanguage, idiosyn-

cratic dialects, transitional competence, and approximative system look

very similar in meaning, that is, each of the terms refers to the learner lan-

guage that is neither his native language nor his target language, the lan-

guug" that the learner is learning. The learner langUage, therefore, lies

betwoen the native language and the targe,t language of the learner. This

can be drawn as follows:

+------------- Language Learner Langaage ---------------+
(sL/NL) (TL)
SL = Source Language
NL = Native Language
TL = Targetlanguage

The more the learner learns and masters the tatget language the

nearer ths learner language approaches the target language. That is why

Nemser named this particular learner language'approximative systems'.

He believed that at a particular point of time a successful language learner

will reach the perfect achievement of the target language. There are only

approximately 5% of this kind of absolute successful leamers out of the

*hole language learners. Interlanguage, idiosyncratic dialects, and transi-

tional competence are differedt from Nemser's approximative systems in

that they do not necessarily mean approaching the target language'

THa FACTORS ATFICTING INTERLAIIGUAGE

In general learner language must be affected by either the native lan-

guage oithe target language or both of them or still other possible factors.

iccirdi"g to Selinker-(1972) in Cook (1994:18), in Richards (1974:37\,

in Ellis lloao:+t; interlanguage depends on five central processes that are

part of the 'latent psychoiogical structure': langUage transfer, transfer of
iraining, strategies of second language learning, strategies of second lan-

guage iommunication, and overgeneralization of target language linguis-

tic material.
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Language Transfer

Language transfer is tle process of using knowledge of the first lan-
guage in learning a second language. Transfer can be positive or negative.
Language transfer is considered positive when a first language pattem
identical with a target-language pattern is transfered. Language transfer is
considered negative when a first-language pattern different from the tar-
get-language pattem is transfered. This negative transfer hinders the lan-
guage leamer to master the target language successfully. Thus the learner
language cannot achieve the target language.

Transfer of Training

Transfer of training happens when teaching creates language rules
which are not part of those of the target language. When these wrong nrles
are internalized by the learnbrs they will make errors in their language
they produce. Therefore, they rvill not improve their language because of
the wrong training.

Strategies of Second Language tearning

These strategies of second language learning are kinds of simplifica-
tion made by the learners of the target language due to the inability of the
learners to produce fhe same patfern of the target language. The leamers
probably use their own rules to produce certain rules that they have not
mastered. Their rules probably result in wrong utterances that rnake their
language inaccurate. For example, instead of using the auxiliary 'does' in
the sentence 'He does not have to speak English if he cannot', the learners
probably produce either *He do not have to speak English if he camot',
*He is not have to speak English if he cannot', *He does not has to speak
English if he cannot', or probably other wrong forms. The reason of sim-
plifying the sentence to become *He do not have to speak English if he
cannot' is that the learners think that the only auxiliary verb is 'do'. The
reason of producing the sentence *He is not have to speak English if he
cannot' is that the leamers think that the only auxiliary verb is 'is' and
when they produce the sentence *He does not has to speak English if he
cannot' they think that the auxiliary 'does' does not have any effect on the
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vcrb form ofthat sentence.

Strategies of Second Language Communication

These strategies are those employed by learners of a second larrguage

rvhen they are faced with the task of communicating meanings but they do

not knowwhat words to use. In other words, the learners lack the requisite

linguistic knowledge. Examples of these strategies are when they have to

rcflr to sorne objeit but they do not know the L2 word. ln order to solve

this kind of problem, leamers usually paraphrase or mirne the meanings.

]hey use paraphrase when they want to refer to a certain meaning but they

do not know the exact word or term by restating the meaning in other

words they know. When they do not know the paraphrase they use mime,

that is explaining they meaning they want to express using their expres-

sion w-ithout words.

Overgeneralization of Target Language Linguistic Itlaterial

Overgeneralization in either first or second language acquisition re-

sults in 
"rio.* 

in the target language the learners are learning. The gener-

alizationof the rules of ihe target language they are leaming is too fbr that

the items they generalize are not covered in the rules' There are rnany ex-

amples of this lind of errors in the area of morphology, syntax, phonol-

ogy, and so on.
Inthe morphology, for example, many plural forms of nouns in Eng-

lish are formed by uaaiog -s, or -es to their singular forms such as 'a book'

beCOmeS 'bOOkS', 'a Cat' beCOmeS 'CatS', 'a CIaSS' beCOmeS 'ClaSSeS', etC.

Some exceptions, however, occur in forming plural forms in English like

'a child' becomes''children'" 'a man' becomes 'men' to which the ending -s

or -es are not a.dded. The learners who have not mastered the rruhole rules

rnay overgeneralize the rules of the ending -s and :"q . 
in the exception

rules, thus-they produce '*childs' instead of 'children', '*mans' instead of

'men', etc.
ln the syntax area, for example, in the complex sentence contamng a

'relative clause' leamers of English often omit the use of the relative pro-

nouns ,who,, ,which', or'that'. For example, the sentence 'The man who(m)

you met yeiterday is my father' can be alternatively stated 'The man you
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met yesterday is my father'. But the sentence 'The man who met me yes-
terday is my futher' cannot be overgenerarize to become '*The man met
me yesterday is my father.' ln those two examples of complex sentences
containing a relative clause, each sentence has its own rule, therefore both
of thern cannot be generalized.

In phonology flere is a kind of ruies in English. Most /i/ vowel is
pronounced [ail such as the words 'mine' is pronounced [main], 'dine' is
pronounced [dain], 'define' is pronounced [di'fain]. This rule may lead to
pronunciation errors in pronouncing such words as 'examine' and ,deter-
rnine'. They pronounce the words *[igzre'main] instead of fig'zamin] and
* [ditd:'main] instead of [di'td:.min] respectivoly.

Most /u/ vowel is pronounced /N, therefore, such words as 'but'is
pronounced [bAt], 'nut'- [nAq,,'such' - [sAtJ], and so on. This kind of rule
also leads to pronunciation errors like in pronouncing the words ,3uccess' -
t[sAksesJ instead of [sdk'ses], 'suggest' -*['sAd3est] instead of [sd'd3est],
etc.

These five central processes that are part of the 'latent psychological
structure': language transfer, transfer of training, strategies of iecondlan-
guage learning, strategies of second language communication, and over-
generalization of target language linguistic material affect all dnglish lan-
guage learners no matter rvhat native tranguage the learners have. The fo!-
lorving section will review some research findings on interlanguage espe-
cially in the aspects of morphology, syntax, and phonology.

SOME RNSEARCII FINDINGS ON INTERLANCUAGE

The actual second language acquisition (sLA) refers to all aspects of
ianguage that the language learners need to master, but because most re-
search on SLA focus on morphology, s5mtax, and some on phonology this
section reviews some research findings on interlanguage especialty-in ttre
aspects ofmorphology, syntax, and phonology.

Morphology

sLA researchers have done a lot of studies called the morpheme
studies. These studies are usualry related to the acquisition of grammatical
morphemes in obligatory contexts, i.e, contexts *hrre the tari* language
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rcquires a particular linguistic structure such as the plural marker at the

end of a cornmon English noun preceded by a cardinal number (Freeman

and Long, l99l). HuAa ltOf+) stated that there are between four and

fburteen morphemes studied by different researchers'

Huda studied thirteen morphemes in his research. T'he thirteen mor-

phemos studied are as follows: (l) copula'be': be, am, is, are' was, were'

iZ) auxiliary 'be,: those used in progressive and passive, (3) auxiliary

'have': have. has. had which are not categorized as a full verb, (4) third

person singular verb: includes only regular verbs, (5) past regulal verb: all
iegular palt verb morphemes as ldi in r@Shed, /t/ in talked, llLdl in wanted.

1ef past inegular verb: all past irregular verbs, (7) past participle verb: all

verbs used in passive and perfect, (8) progressive: any :tqg form for the

progressive , trb; short plural:'all regular plural such as /s/ in cats, and lzl
in brgr, (10) long plural: like regular plural ending in llzl as in houses"

(t1) possissive: limitedto's like in John's book, (12) definite article: the,

and (13) indefinite article: a and an'

The question investigated in that study lvas whether a natrnal order

exists in the verbal utterances of language learners in a foreign language

setting. There rvere two hypotheses that were put forth: (1) the rnonitor

has sistematic effects on the order of acquisition and the accuracy of per-

formance, and (2) there are significant, positive correlations between or-

ders of acquisition in second language settings and in a foreign language

sctting.
6ral production, unedited compositions, and edited compositions

were elicited using a BSM-type instrument and a composition test. The

suhjects were 100 EFL stude;ts at the Institute of Teacher Training and

Education in Malang in 19S2. They were selected by a stratified random

sampling procedure. The orai productions and the unedited cornpositions

o"pr*rttit"d unmonitored data, and the edited cornpositions represented

mlnitored data. Thirteen mo'rphemes as stated above were isolated and

scored in fo..rr ways. The orderi of acquisition were determined using rank

ordering, hierarchy analysis, arnd implicational scaling techniques.

A natural o.d"r *ir found in the oral productions. The orders ofac-
quisition in the unedited and edited compositions are similar, but they dif-

fer from the order in the oral productions. The monitor does affect the or-

der of acquisition and significantly improves the accuracy of performance.
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The order of acquisition in the oral productions correlates significantly
with the other studies in second language settings.

Syntax

There are a lot of sLA studies related to syrtax. Some of them even
overtrap with the morpherne studies. coolc (1994) reported sequences in
slA-concentrating on two argas of grammatical molpirernes and negation"
In relation to the grarnrnatical rnorphemes cook (i994:2s) reported the re-
search by H. c. Dulay and M. K. Burt (1913) entitled 'should we Teach
children synta.x?'" The aim of the research was whether there was a com-
mon sequence with which children acquiring English as a second lan-
guage learn certain structures? 'rhe aspect of language was eight gram-
matical morphernes including plural "-s", progtersiu" i-ing", copula-"be",
auxiliary "be", articles "the/a", irregular pasq ihird person-"-s", possessive

_'T". frr datatype was sentences elicited via the tistu pltingual syntax
Measure) cartoon description and the L2 leamers were l5-l spanish-
speaking children aged 6-8 leaming Engrish in the usA. The method of
analysis was (i) scoring 8 grammatical mo'phemes supplied in obligatory
contexts, (ii) ordering these frorn most often supplied io least often sup-
plied. The result was reported that 'there does seem to be a common orcler
cf acquisition for certain structures in L2 acquisition' (Dulay and Burt,
1973:256).

ln relation to negation and the learn€r's langr.lage s5rstem Cook
Q99a39\ reported H. wode.(r98r) research entittei LJarnrng a secand
Language with the aim to describe the stages in acquisition o? negation.
The leamers were four_German-speaking 

"tildten 
aged 3:i r (three yeals

and eleven months) to B:r l (ei!1rt years and eleven months) Ieanring Eng-
lish in the usA. The aspect of ranguage studied was negative elements.
The data tlpe was naturally occurring sentences recordedin a diary, sup-
plemented with some tests. The method of analysis was using tranicripts.
The result reported was a clear sequence of acquisition for nigation with
features unique to L2 acquisition.

other studies related to synlax and sLA are reported by cook (rgg4)
like relafive clauses, the pro-drop parameter, the Fiead-direction pamme-
ter, and so on. In this paper the first two topics are reported.

First, about relative clauses cook (1994:142) reported s. Gass (lg7g)
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research on 'Language Transfer and Universal Grammatical Relations'.

The aim of the research was Ll transfer applied to the L2 acquisition of
relative clauses. The learners.under study were l7 LZ learners of English

with nine different Lls. The aspect of language was the Accessibility Hi-

erarchy as applied to tringlish relative clauses. The method used in the re-

searclrwas grammaticalrty judgement of 29 sentences and cornbination of
sentence pairs. The resuit was reported that the order of difficulty had a

clear relationship to the Accessibility Hierarchy, except for genetive

clauses. Further Cook reported the conclusion made by Gass (1979) that

'the likelihood of the transferability of linguistic phenomena rnust take

into aecount both target language facts and rules of universal grammar'.

Second, about the pro-drop parameter, Cook (1994:166) reported L'
White (1986) research on 'Implications of Parametric Variation for Adult

Second Language Acquisition: An investigation of the pro-drop Parame-

ter' in v. J. cook (ed.), Erperimental Approaches to second Language

Acquisition (Oxford: Pergamon Press). The airn of this research was to

tesi whether Li pararneter settings influence LZ learntng and whether all

aspects of a parameter hang together in L2 learning, The learners under

study were 37 French speakers, and 32 Spanish and 2Italian- speakers.

The aspect of language studied was the pro-drop parameter that distin-

guishes non-pro-drop languages like English, from pro-drop langrrages

such as Italian in terms of optional or compulsory presence of subjects,

subject-verb inversion, and thi:t trace. The method used in this study was

grammaticalify judgernents on 28 English sentencss and turning sentences

into questions. The result summary was reported that SpanishAtalians

*tottgly accepted rnore null subject sentences and made more that-trace

mistakes thanthe French speakers but there were no differences for Sub-

ject-Verb inversion. The conclusion drawn from this study was that 'Ll
parameters influence the adult leamer's view of the 1-2 data, at least for a

while, leading to transfer errors' ffiite, 1986:69).

Phonolory

It was reported in some book (I am not sure in what book) that the

frequency of Sfa research related to phonology is very low. As reported

by booh(1994) that early SLA research was conducted due to the inter-

ference of two language systems that relate to each other in the mind of
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the same individual who learn another language other than his native lan-
guage. The key concept ofinterference was defined as "those instances of
deviation from the norrns of either language which occur in the speech of
bilinguals as a result of their familiarity with more thzur one ranguage"
(Weinreich, 1953:l in Cook, 1994:8). Therefore interference can happen
in all language systenes that can result in the phonological difflculty when
a learner tries to speak the target language. A laarner may ignore the dis-
tinction of certain phonemes of the target language due to the absence of
distinction of the same phonernes in his native language. An example was
given fbr F'rench learners of English. some of them fail to distinguish
between two English phonemes /il llke in'kin' anJ li:llike in'keen' easily
because there is no such distinction in their t l.

with the same concept of interference some Indonesian learners of
English may tbil to pronounce the words 'rhing' /liq/, 'this'rDIs/, 'change'
Itteind3/and so on because there is no such sounds in Indonesian. AIso it
is quite difficult to see the difference between, for exampre, the phonemes
/f/ and /v/ like in the words 'ferry' and 'very', /e/ and lnl hke in ihe words
'bed'and'bad'.

In addition to interference of the Ll and L2, overgeneralization of
the target language rules can also affect the learner languige performance.
For example, rna.ny words in English containing the phoneme /ul is pro-
nounced lju:/like 'mutual' /'rnjutju1l/, 'dual'ldju:d4 Tune' /d3u:n/,and so
on. when the learners find the words Just', 'must', 'trust' which shouid be
pronounced /d3nst/" /mr,st/, and, /trnst/respectively, or the words 'burden',
'burst', 'burglar' which should be pronounc ed /'bl:dnr , kl:stl , anrl /'ba:gt 0/
respectively they may overgeneralize the pronunciation of the phonJme
lul,then they may commit errcrs.

The nerl section reports the writer's observ,ation of the English pro-
nunciation of the seventh semester students of the English deparnnent of
Atma Jaya University Jakarta where he used to teach.

RESULT CIF' OBSER.VATION

The observation reported'here is the resurt of several-semester obser-
vation on several different groups of learners who took the subject of
English Instructional Design for senior high schools. The skill observed is
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rnainly their spcaking skill. This desicion is takcn becausc the lcarncrs had

the turns at least once to summarize and present a chaptcr of thc assigncd

book on Instructional Design. The summary was usually good and thcrc

was no significant errors. the orat presentation, however' as far as thc

writer observed revealed some penniment irronunciation mistakes. This

,ffi, therefore, is limited to the leamers' pronunciation performance.

some learners were really excelient at atrl aspects of the English lan-

guag; inctuding the four language skills and the other elements including

ir* iron"*iation. Some ot[ers, however, showed unsatisfiiing pronun-

,iution deviations. Among the pronunciation deviations that the learners

c,,rnmitted are as followsl 'success' and ths other related words such as

bucceed', 'successftil', and 'successfully'' They pronounced the words

*/,snkses/, */'snksi:d/, +/'snksesfuV, and */'snksesfulV instead of /sDk'ses/'

/sOk'si:d/, /sdk'sesful/, and /sDk'sesfull/ respectively'

The- other words that they often pronounced incorrectly were 'sug-

gest' and its inflections, Just like the pionunciation of the rvords 'success'

above the leamers pronounced the word 'suggost' */'snd3est/ instead of

/s6'd3est/.
The other words that the learners often pronounced incorrectly were

the words 'analyze', 'analysis', 'analyses'' Since the pronunciation of thc

verb ,analyz e' ii l'nnillaul,they often pronounced the noun form 'analysis'

*l'aen0'laisis/ instead of pronotrncing lA'nnllsis/" In addition to that they

still got diffrculty pronouncing the 
*other 

inflections of the word 'analyze'

that they encountered such a-s the words 'anal5rst'' 'analytic" 'analytical"

etc.
Similarly. the writer often observed the wrong pronunciation of the

word ,emphasis" 'emphasize'. The leamers often pronounced the two

words similarly */'erni0sais/ instead of pronouncing /'emfdsis/ and f en'

ilsanl respectivelY.
The ieviant pronunciation that the leamers often committed but not

identified easily was when they pronounced the words 'doubt' and 'debt''

They usually pronounced the words */doubi and */deb/ instead of ldaut/

and / det/ resPectivelY.
Themoststrikingerrorsthatthewriteroftenobservedwerethepro-

nunciation of the wo-rds 'determine' and 'examine'. Most leamers pro-

nounced the words *i'dit6:main/ and *l'igz}main/ instead of ldill;?min/
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and / ig' znminl respectively.
Those types of pronunciation errors occurred regularly almost every

time the writer heard many of the learners pronounced the words. Th-e
writer often corrected the incorrect pronunciation after the learners fin-
ished presenting their sunmary, but it was not easy for thern to pronounce
the words correctly when they encountered the same words to pronounce.

CONCI,USION AND SUGGESTION

CONCLUSION

Based on the theoretical background and the result of observation
above the writer concludes that the inaccurate pronunciation of the Eng-
lish of the seventh semester students of the rngustr deparhnent of Atma
Jaya University is a natural one frorn the point of view of SLA.

selinker (1972) in cook (1994) in the second paragraph of the intro-
duction of this paper stated that"L2leaming ditrels frornfirst language
acquisition in that it is seldorn successful; 5 percent of L2 leamers have
'absolute success' in his view and the other 95 per cent learners are iess
successful in leaming the L2" This statement is true to the pronunciation
performance of the English learners of the students observed above. The
writer is almost sure that 5 per cent or more learners perform the English
and especially the English pronunciation perfectly aod th" other 9f per
cent of tlle students perform their English differently.

It is also concluded that the incorrect pronunciation of the learners
should not bo considered as sornething that are not allowed to occur but
should be realized as something natural. That is the pronunciation of the
language learners that is neither the pronunciation of tire Ll nor that of the
L2,the pronunciation specific of the leamers. Thus, the possibility of the
pronunciation ranges between Ll through L2.

From the point of view of the factors affecting the learners' pronun-
ciation, the writer observes that the pronunciation specific of the learners
is mostly as a result of over$eneralization of the iind or rules of pro-
nouncing the words like the incorrect pronunciation of the word 'deter-
mine'and'examine'above. That is because the leamers probably overgen-
eralize the pronunciation of the word'mine' lmainl. very few 

"rro., 
*. u,
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a rcsult of Ll transf'er such as the inaccurate pronunciation of the words

'doubt' */doub/ and 'debt' *ldeb/.

SUGGESTION

Based on the theory and observation above the writer suggests that

both the teacher and learnors rcalize their positions. The teacher should

realizettrat such incorrect pronunciation is natural and so he should treat

the learners naturally by cbnecting their errors at the right moment, for

example after the iea*"rs finish their presentation, In order to give

.nough exposure of the correct pronunciation to ttre leamers the teacher

nimslif shtuld give good examples of the pronunciation of the words.

Further the teacher should encourage the leamers to listen to the native

speakers speaking, for example, by watching films or news broadcasts in

English.
The learners should pay attention to the teachers' correction and

should practice the pronunciation correctly. In addition to that the writer

suggests that the learners check the correct pronunciationin the dictionary

lniase they are not sure about the pronunciation of certain words' If they

are unable to pronounce the words acctlrately, they should not feel dis-

couraged. The motivation to be able to pronounce the words correctly

should not stop even though in reality, fbr exarnple, the learners are un-

able to pronounce those words as expected.
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